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    David Brady | Sr  Market  Analyst  |     @GlobalProTrader

Look Out  Below !
Many of you will already know what my expectations are for metals and miners and the DXY 
but today I?ll go through my short-term forecasts for each in detail. Other than that, given 
Powell?s recent comments, I?m a screaming bull in the sector, but nothing goes up in a 
straight line.

So you can decide to just sit tight and weather the pending pullbacks or consider a 
short-term trade to the downside and the flip long again when it bottoms out in Wave 2. That 
decision is up to you but I will say that I believe pullbacks in the metals and miners are 
imminent, regardless of the trigger, as is a rebound in the DXY.

DXY

Starting with the DXY as it affects all of the metals and miners.

DXY Has fallen over $10 in just over 2 
months, triggered by the Fed?s pivot at 
the November FOMC. A huge move for 
DXY in a short space of time. It is due a 
healthy rebound. It is also extreme 
oversold per the RSI and the MACD 
Line, while the MACD Histogram is 
positively divergent. Finally, the DXY is 
at its most bearish since June 2021. A 
rebound is only a matter of time and 
from what level.

DXY has broken support at 104.50 on 
an intraday basis but it has not closed 
below it. In fact, it closed right on 
104.50 on Friday. Below there is key 
support at 102, the 50% retracement 
of the entire move up from 89.17 to 
the peak at 114.75. There is also some support at 101.40.

Simply put, the DXY is coming off a massive decline and running into multiple support levels 
and is extreme oversold, extreme bearish, and positively divergent. You couldn?t ask for 
much more to signal a bottom is pending with a sizeable rebound to follow, to as much as 
108-110, or perhaps much higher.

When that happens, Gold, Silver, and the miners all head south. If we get a rebound to 
108-110, you can be sure that the pullbacks in the metals and miners will be deep, enough 
to scare out more weak hands just as the sector is about to explode higher.



GOLD

It should come as no surprise that 
Gold looks like the mirror image of the 
DXY. It is extreme overbought per the 
RSI and MACD Line and negatively 
divergent. It is also extremely bullish, 
which is a contrarian signal, i.e. 
bearish.

Furthermore, Gold is in wave (5) of 1. It 
has either completed wave 1 at the 
double top of 1818 or it has one more 
higher high to come, between 
1825-1860, the ?Sell Zone?. When DXY 
begins its rally, Gold heads south. How 
far it gets depends on the size of the 
rally in DXY, but my minimum target is 
1750. It could go even lower. This 
represents Wave 2.

As long as we hit a bottom anywhere above 1618, and then break up to a new higher, we?re 
in the money wave, ?CYA time? to the upside, i.e. WAVE 3!

SILVER

The same parameters apply to 
Silver. It is cruisin? for a bruisin? 
imho! Silver reached 23.48 on 
Friday, its highest level since 
April. In the process, it became 
the most overbought since the 
peak in Silver on March 8 at 
27.50. It also became even more 
bullish, to its highest level since 
?  you guessed it: March 8 at 
27.50. It is also negatively 
divergent per the MACD 
Histogram.

It couldn?t be more obvious what 
is about to happen imho. Silver 
is about to get hammered, or at 
the very least, fall hard to at 
least 21, perhaps as much as 19.50. It could start as early as Monday.



The Gold-Silver Ratio, or 
?GSR?, also suggests a 
strong rebound is 
coming, which means 
Silver is about to get hit 
harder than Gold:

GDX

Like Gold, GDX may have 
already peaked or it has one 
more pop before the drop. I 
provide the Elliott Waves 
here as its most clear in 
GDX. My initial target on the 
downside is 26 but it could 
go much lower. GDX is also 
extreme overbought and 
negatively divergent.



SILJ

As forecast here for the past couple of weeks, we got higher highs above the 200DMA across 
the complex and now everyone and their dog is bullish, time to head south. SILJ is no 
exception, in fact, it is likely to be the hardest hit of all!

While we don?t need a fundamental trigger for the rebound in DXY and the drop in metals 
and miners, I?m sure the markets will come with an excuse or an event. It could be 
stronger-than-expected economic data, or, if we have to wait until Friday or the following 
Monday, much higher PPI and CPI numbers.

On the contrary, if the data comes in weaker and the Fed more dovish, then the DXY could 
just continue lower and metals and miners higher. But seeing is believing in that case. It is a 
very low probability at this point given the data.

Lastly, I hate to say this, but for the purpose of prudence, the pending decline in Gold et al 
could be to new lower lows, such as 1550 in Gold and 15 in Silver. Again, this is a very low 
probability but it is still possible.

If Gold heads south Monday or pops into the sell zone and the turns down, I?ll be going short 
gold and silver miners. JDST for Gold miners and a direct short in SILJ.

                                                                                                                                ~David Brady



Addendum
I neglected to mention this in my article today but it needs to be said.

1. I am expecting an imminent pullback in metals and miners and a rebound in DXY

2. Don't get me wrong, this is just "a pullback to a higher low". We are nowhere near the next 
major peak in Gold, Silver, and the miners. We have a long way to go on the upside! Keep 
that in mind when you consider your trading...

a. Sit tight and just weather the pullbacks, perhaps adding on dips, and ride the rally higher. 
= Conservative. Prudent.

b. Trade the pullbacks with ST shorts but at a fraction of your overall LONG positions. = 
Aggressive. Risky.

The decision is up to you. ST down. MT/LT much, much higher imho.

~ DB
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Kyle Heinemann | "Ahead of  the Curve Weekly Digest "

REPLAY: "Harvest "  + 2023 Def lat ionary 
Im pulse Q&A, 12/1/22

In this lengthy video, I share my candid thoughts on:

- Silver , Uranium  & Gold over  t he next  3-6 m ont hs...& 2-7 yrs

- Crypt o Asset s

- St ocks, Bonds, Real Est at e

- What  if  I'm  Dead Wrong?

- 70+ Subm it t ed Quest ions (Every Single One Addressed!)

I sincerely hope t hat  you f ind value in t he replay video you can see HERE

https://silverchartist.net/kyle
https://silverchartist.net/kyle


Jef f  Clark | Sr  Analyst , TheGoldAdvisor .com |   
@TheGoldAdvisor

A few companies in the portfolio with news this week, most don't require comments, but 
one development does...

First Majestic Silver and Metalla Royalty announced a joint transaction Monday. Since both 
are in the portfolio, let 's look at them individually.

FIRST MA JESTIC SILVER (AG; T.FR)

Management announced they are selling a portfolio of their royalty interests to Metalla 
Royalty & Streaming for $20 million, to be paid in shares of Metalla.

First Majestic will receive 4,168,056 MTA shares, at $4.7984 per share. Once closed, First 
Majestic will hold approximately 8.5% of the stock.

You can see the specific royalty assets in the table of the press release HERE, but it includes 
a 100% gold royalty (up to a maximum of 1,000 ounces per year) at La Encantada, currently 
in operation, with all other assets either on care and maintenance or in the exploration 
phase.

 La Encantada is mostly a pure silver mine but 
does produce a small amount of gold each 
year. Over the past decade, it averaged 
between 200 to 250 ounces a year, not all 
that material to the operation and certainly 
not valued in the market. Now First Majestic 
can unlock that value.

Why do this? As management told me,

"We?ve been looking to divest our portfolio of royalties for some time 

now and was presented with a very good offer. With the recent weakness 

in the equity markets, we decided it was the right time to push ahead.?

Capitalizing on an undervalued opportunity certainly sounds like something CEO Keith 
Neumeyer and team would do.

If you?re unfamiliar with Metalla, it?s a gold and silver-focused royalty company, one poised 
for some serious growth.In fact, prior to this deal, Metalla will have at least one major asset 
coming into production every year, for the next 10 years.

Gold-equivalent ?production? over the next decade is projected to grow between 700% to as 

https://firstmajestic.com/investors/news-releases/first-majestic-announces-the-proposed-sale-of-its-royalty-portfolio-for-us200-million-20221128


much as 1000%. This means the company's cash flow will grow exponentially, which should 
lead to some nice returns in the stock.  And First Majestic will own a chunky portion of it. In 
my opinion, this makes the transaction accretive for the company.

AG has been down w it h t he m arket  but  wat ch for  it  t o run when silver  does.

METALLA ROYALTY (MTA; T.MTA)

From Metalla's side, the dilution to acquire the royalty package equals 8.9%.

Worth it?

The company will get one producing gold royalty, which will add an immediate 13% boost to 
Metalla's "production." La Encantada also has exploration upside, which will be spearheaded 
by First Majestic, who will be motivated to do so by higher silver prices.

Per above, those shares will also make First Majestic the company's largest shareholder at 
about 8.5%.

Metalla also gets four development silver royalties, and three advanced exploration
silver royalties. A natural criticism is that they aren't in production now. And there isn't a clear 
timeline yet for when they wouldstart, or restart, production.

But of course this is how a royalty company builds for the future. Whether this deal is good 
or not depends on if the assets go into production, and how much they produce, so that 
royalty income will be generated. If they do, combine that with higher silver prices and some 
of these could end up being nice cash-flowing royalties.

It 's hard to imagine none of these ever going into production, so I'm on board with Metalla's 
acquisition here.

The stock is up 63% since its Sept 26 low, but still down YTD. With where we think gold and 
silver are headed over the next few years, that makes MTA a buy for any investor who plans 
to hold for the bull market. On pullbacks of course.

                                                                         ~ Jef f  Clark



Week ly Quick  Post s  (Sneak Peak)
Below are a sample of some of the quick posts made during the week.  If you'd like to see these posts as 

soon as they are posted, you can sign up for PRO HERE
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Im por t ant  Disclaim er

The author of this newsletter is not a registered 
investment advisor.  This newsletter is intended for 

informational and educational purposes only.  It is not 
investment advice and it is not individualized or 

personalized to meet your specific situation.  Content 
should not be construed as personal investment advice.  

The information, facts, figures, data and analysis 
included in this newsletter are believed to be accurate, 
reliable and credible, but nothing has been verified for 
its accuracy or certainty.  The newsletter does not, nor 
could it, take into account the needs, objectives and 
financial situation of its subscribers.  This newsletter 
may contain forward looking statements which are 

subject to risks, uncertainties and factors that can cause 
results and outcomes to differ materially from those 
discussed.  Photocopying or forwarding of this report 

without consent is prohibited.
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